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The dsmping derivative X4 for rolling oscillations Of a swept 
and an unswept wing, each of aspeot ratio 6, is oaloulated for a range 
of frequency parameter values. The theory used is outlined in Ref. I, 
and is not described in detail in the present note. 

Good agmment with expe~~m-nt (21 is obtained for the larger values 
of the froquox&y parcmeter, For the lowor values the results diverge 
slightly; this differonce may be partly duo to the approximatLons made in 
the oalci~ls tlon, and parsly dare to the greattir xnportanoe of tunnel wall 
interferenoc cffeots as the frequenoy parameter tends to zero (394). 

1. In troduo tion 

In view of the prosent day interest in swept wings, the developmeat 
of mothads of oaloulating the aerodynamio forces, on wings of suoh plan 
form, is of consaderabls importanoe. Various methods have boon suggested 
f>r dealing nith tho ease of steady motion, but apart from the theory 
proposed in Ref. I, the writer knows of nc relatively quiok methcd of 
oaloulating flutter derivatives mhioh can be expootod to give suffioient 
aocuracy when applied to swept wings. The method of Ref. 1 is used here 
with several simplifioations, to oaloulate the aerodynomio damping for 
rolling osoillations of small smplitude, for a swept and an unswept wing, 
Both nings are of aspeot ratio 6, and the swept wing has a oonstant shcrd 

~:;%arz~m 
&asurements of the dsmping have been IMde for these 

, and the results are compared with the calculated 
values in Fig, 3, 

As yet, there is lit& experimental evidence available for 
flutter derivntives for swept wings, with whioh to oompare onlculated values, 
But measurements of the aerodynamio dampzng for pitching oscillations of a 
delta ~zng, are to be carried out at both low and high speeds, and these 
results whon obtained nil.1 provide a further check on the theory. Cal~laticns 
for this partioular wing are already in progress for incompressible flow 
conditions. The present theory igncres oompresaibility cf’fects, but an 
attsmpt will be made later to allco for thsm, 

2. Theorv 

The theory assumes that the wing is replaeed by a thin sheet, the 
mean cf the upper and lower surfaoes of the aeroeoil, and that ths devintions 
of this sheet from the z q Cl plsns are small,(see Fig, I), 

Id 

l%blished by permission of the Director, National Physical Laboratory, 



For simple harmonic csoillations, the nod dmmard diaplaceaent of 

\ 
0 

x,y) is defined m .z = - 2' eipt , ),'hcra p/271 is the froquonoy of 
2 

moilla txon; 2s , and for oso~ll~tions in roll z' s -- ?I$ whcro $' is 
L 0 

the angular dmplacement at the dng tip. 
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As in Ref. I, it is assumed that the osoillations are of small 
amplitude, and that the distibed flow can be reproduoed by a distribution 
af doublets of smplitud8 K(x,y} over the wing and its wake. The problm 
is to determine the distribution K , such that the corresponding normal induoed 
velocity distribution Vi will satisfy the tangential flow condition for 
rolling osoillati~ns. For the present caloulation it is assumed that 
K = 0 v (s; + so9 1 corn & , the qression being limited to three terms in 
m..A syometrioal or an antisyrtmetrical mode of motion is represented 
aocording as m takes odd or even values. The Corn’s are arbitrary constants, 
and h s EQ@ #ii where n is the sPanwise paremeter. 

The funotion Sz = sinf3 .: where 9 is the ohordwise paremetar, 
The funotion 3; is also depsndent on the f’requenay, where the parameter 
A’ = i. p&v , &d is given as the integral 

when -I<<< . I e andes 3: =~e-~‘<X,, (A’) when 6s I , 
The functions C(?L’) = K,(X’) / [Ko(k’) + q(l’)l and 
Xo(A’) = C(A’) Io(X’) + [I - C(X’) ] I,(?.‘) are in terms of modified 
Bessel functions, of first and second kind. 

The oorresponding d-wash W is given in the form 
w s V x Ca Worn , where Wom = WAm + WEm . Since in two ~d%wnsions 
i?A = fj and l7: = 1 at all points on the aerofoil chord, it may be 
assumed that in three dimensions W&r is smiU oomPared with Wgm . 
It, is also assumed that W& and Wzm eaoh have a cons tent value in the 
ohordwise direction, and that it is only necessary to caloulate their values 
at one point on each chordwise section. Thus, when Worn is known at a 
number of collooation Points (xl,yj) along en exis in spanwise direction, 
the oeefficients Com oan be chosen to satisfy the tangential flew oondition 

When the ooefficiants Corn are known, the doublet distribution 
K and the lift distribution pvr me,v be determined. In the notation of 
Rx%. I, 

3. Calaula tion of the Downwaah 

It is shown in Ref. I that the downwash Worn oan be .e&mated 
appraxjm&eQ, by replaoing the continuous 
a finite system of doublet strips, 

doubldidr~.~~ion OS& shy 

The doublet’ distribution o?s~(@~(T)) is independent of the 
frequenoy and can be rePlaced by a ~26 Falkner lattioel’, see Ref. 5, of 

ret ts.ngul*r/ -------------------------------------------- ~-.m-~-~--~~~~~~&.~ 
* per convenienoe the faotor eiPt is omitted throughout ard the 

t 
distributions are referred to in terms of amplitude. 
A doublet distribution of constant strength extending over an area is 
equivalent to a vortex filament along its beJndary. 
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rectangular vorticee, A typic& vortex of width 231 and oonstent 3trergth 
cL~(n)Am(~~) is locntd at the spanwise position 01 and the chordwise 

2n - 7 
position < = ~ ------ , \,here n = 1, 2 .., 6 . The faotors L:(n) are 

chosen on a two-dimensIona theory basis as indioated in Ruf. I. The 
docnwesh induoed at a partioular point in the plane of a reotenwler vortex 
of un%t strength, is obtained from Tab&s (6) which wore constructed for 
uzo T,lth the vortex lattice method (5, 7). Usin 
due to a rectangular vortex of gtrength c$(n)Am ?I,) f 

these Tables, the downweeh * 
is ostzmeted end by 

sumnation the total downwesh Worn is celculatd for any collocation po-ht 
on the wing. 

Since V& is small compard 15th W&, , its value need not be 
determined 30 accurately. Fcr the present oalculation lt is assumed that 
sufficient aoouraay will be obtained by conoentreting the ciroulation 
OS;@'&(~) along e kinked linu through the collooation point L!zl> ?I) 
as shown in l?ig, 2. This corresponds to the lofting l:ne concept used in 
steady motion theory, 

Y 

Thus/ 
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Thue OS&, ie-rephoed by a distributaon of doublet strips of strsngth 

OS;(~) e-l’@ - 6l)Am a&ending from ths line to inf’inityti The downwesh 

at (<,,T$ is oaloulated by the use of Tables of the downwash distribution 
we due to a nerrow doublet strip sj e-k’c having a oons tant strength 

5 spanwise. Valuss of We,, calculated from formulae givsn in Ref. I, have 
been tabulated by Mathematoos Division, N.P.L. Thsse tables hzvs not been 
published as they proved very kfficult to use, and more convenient tables 
are at present being prepared for use in future oaloulatxons. 

For the present solutions collocation points were taken at the 
spanwise positions q = 0.2 , 0.6 and 0.8 ; they were plaoed on the 
$ ohord for the reotangular !Txng and on the 3/~ ohord for the awept wing, 

4. Aerodynamio Derivative Coeffioisnts 

The fun&mental aerodynamio derivative ooeffioients ars defined 
for wings of any plan fe.rm in Ref. 8 and are derived from the lift distribution 
pvr . For a constant ohord wing desoribing osoillations in roll, the 
stiffness derivative X$ and the demping derivative ?.+ are exprsssed as 

where L’ is the smplitade of the rollxng moment at the wirg tip and 
= frequenoy parameter = pa/V . . The aeradynamio inertia ooeffioient 

is obtnined from a solution for u-.,@ and is defined as 

The derivatives 15 and X6 ars oaloulated for valuss of UI 
to a maximum value 2 + The values are tabulated in Table I for the swept 
and unswept wings for both symmetrical (S) and antxsymnetrioal (A-S) 
medes of motion. The voluos are plotted against w in Fi 5 3 and 4. 
The experjmental results recently obtained for both wings (3 are graphed 

and the vnlues obtained for the reotangular wing by 
~?~o%%%~are also included. 

(a) Damping Derivative Xr? (Fig, 3 

For w > O-5 there is good agreement between the oakUl!at.ed values 
of 14 , for both S snd A-S modes, and the experimental results whioh 
oorrespond to a S mode of motion. For do.5 , the S and A-S 
theoretical values diverge se that at I,J = 0.13 there is a differencs 
of j&. While the S values agree v,ith the exporimontal results for the 
redmgular wing, the A-S values agree for the swept wing. It is thought 
that the latter effeat ia part 

% 
due to the difference in ohordnise positioning 

of the oollooation points, see 3 above. The present values also oompara 
w&l with those of Rsf. 9, the S values being slightly higher and nearsr 
the experimental ourve. 

Both theoretioal and &p&mental results indicate a deorease in 
14 as the aweepbehk increases. The deorease for the wings considered here, 
is uf the order of IO-I$% for a eweepbaok of 41.3’. 

The/ 
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The calculation indicates that the solutions used are not very 
sensitive for u >0,5 , but for the lower values the approximations assumed 
may have resulted in a loss of acouracy. The question of oonvergcnce and 
aoouracy of solutions used, in applying the theory of Ref. I, G2.l be 
considered in future oalculations. 

Wind tunnel interference effects may also contribute to the 
difference in the results for U< 0.5. As shown in Ref. 3 and 4, these 
effeots are important at low values of the frequency parameter, and the 
correotion required to allow for these effects inoreases as U deOreaSese 

(b) Stiffness Derivative 16 (Fig 4.9 

x6 9 
Although the calculation nas primarily undertaken to determine 

values of 7.c are inoludcd to compare with the experimental results. 
The values obtained, differ oonsiderably from those of experiment. They 
indicate an increase in 10 with increase in sweepbaak in contrast to the 
experimental evidence of a decrease. It is diffioult however, to obtain 
reliable results theoretioally, since ?,c depends on the small difference 
between the two numbers LA and ci , and in the present approximate 
solutions any inaoouracies wi 

i 
1 be magnified. Results for the rectangular 

wing, obtained by W. P. Jones 91 also show a wide variation beteeen the 
values for the S and A-S modes; but the S values are in rough agreement 
with experiment, In flutter oalculations, however, this particular 
derivative is not of great importanoe and it is often neglected altogether. 

5. Concluding remarks 

The solutions used in this note appear to be satisfaotory for the 
calculation of tho damping for rolling osoillations of vlings of aspect 
ratio 6. But, it is realised that the method, in the simplified form used 
here, would probably not be suffioiently reliable if used for the oaloulation 
of torsional derivatives or nhen a‘,pliod to nings of 10~ aspect ratio. 
Calculations of the derivatives for a delta \:ing of aspect ratio 3 are now 
in progressusirg thz full scheme of Ref. I, and the results, in oonjunction 
nith measured values, Till provide more information on the application of 
tho method and a further oheok on its acouraoy. 
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Derivative Coeffi+ent for RollmE Ciscillations 

Table la. Rectanmlar Wing of Aspeot Ratlo 6 

----------j--------------------------- 

L -----------------------~------------ 

symmetrical I 
-------------------------------------~ 

1 
0.013 , 
0.132 

I.510 i 

0.228 
In311 1 
1.193 

2 0.266 I 1.141 
----------l-------------l------------- 

antisymmetrical 
-------------------------------------- 

Table lb. Sweptbsck 'ding of Aspect Ratio 6 

r--------- j-------------~------------ 

1 
---------~-------------~------------ 

symetricd 
----------------------------------- 

I I 
0.015 1.381 
0.173 1.172 

4;3 0.381 0.603 , 0.967 1.040 

0.007 I.255 

:*;i; 
I.?52 

0:603 i 
1.026 
0. Ylt.2 

L w--a--- ------------~----------~ L 

PKH 
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FIG. 3a Rectanqular Wmg of A~@L R&IO 6 
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FIG 4a Rect~nqul%t- Wing of AS~QK~ Radio 6 
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